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There is a series showing typical positions of the ,• •-i~ 
Eastern bluebird t aking off from one perch, in flight, -•. 
and braking and landing on a second perch about four :.:a:... ~• 
feet away. Each picture was taken on a separate flight A.~- _.. 
and pictures were selected which conformed most nearly • • 
to a uniform flight path and sequence of positions. 
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A number of other interesting flight pictures of other •. ~~ ~ -
types of birds will be exhibited. 
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Also included are a few pictures of that interesti_ng . r,//i 1 -
and. puzzling action of birds known as "antingll. 'M ■- -
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Number 91 March, 1950. 

Looking for birds while travelling on fa.st-moving trains is 
too often an annoying way of passing the time. A bird is glimpsed. 
It rises from a field or a tree. You twist and crane for a better 
view. Then , just as you are sure you are going to know wha.t that 
bird is the engineer l et s off a blast of steam, or stnrts to smoke 
up and the whole l andsc ape is blotted out in n white fog. By the 
time ell is clear the train is a mile beyond ~here you snw the 
bird, and you nr e left with n tanto.lizing memory of n flitting 
shape. This and the countless other vnriGnts of such experiences 
mo...ke bird watching from trains a most uncertain procedure. None
theless if it is often vexing it is sometimes extremely rewarding, 
and it is for these occasional rewards, all the more thrilling be
couse won against great odds, that I keep up the practice of 
watching for birds from moving trains; that and the fact that I 
can 1 t help looking for birds wherever I may be. 

Thus it was that on the afternoon of February 28th, when I 
found myself on the train for Ottawa, though I was interested in 
the conversation of my friend beside me, I kept my eyes on the 
passing scene. It was a drear day, raining and sleeting alter
nately. We had a seat in one of the new-type coaches with long
paned windows , excellent for observation. Though I kept an eye 
open for any birds along the way I scarcely expected to se e much 
so late-... the train leaves Toronto at 4:00 p.m. -- on a day of 
this sort. Indeed, from Toronto to Port Hope I did not catch 
sight of a single bird, not even a sparrow or a pigeon, nor a 
gull along the lake. By that time dusk was closing in and I had 
about given up hope of seeing any birds. However, I kept watching , 
and it was well that I did, for near Cobourg, when the train was 
passing a cedar-hardwood swamp , my eyes registered. an unusual 
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hump on a tree. A quick look showed the hump to be an owl. I 
called Jim1 s attention to it, and he recognized it as an owl at 
once. As we looked the wind raised tufts on the owl 1 s head 
momentarily, and we were assured that we were gazing at a great 
horned owl. 

The owl paid no attention to the train roaring past only a 
few yards away, but kept its eyes fixed towards the rear of the 
train. It was quite in the open on a perch, forty to fifty feet 
above the ground , at the edge of the wood near the tracks. Its 
perch gave it a clear sweep of the scrubby and grassy area 
bordering the lines and the fence. It occurred to me then that 
the owl was in search of its supper, but not until later did it 
strike me that perhaps the passing of the train may have been an 
aid to its hunt. Quite possibly the train would cause a rabbit 
or some other small animal to start up from the railway embankment 
or nearby. Once it moved Bubo would be after it. The fact that 
the owl kept close watch towards the rear of the train tends to 
confirm the idea that it was looking for some sign of creatures 
disturbed by the train•s noise. Having itself found the train to 
be no menace it may we ll have discovered that it can use its 
evening passage to good advantQge. 

I was reminded of a hawk owl which I saw from the rear end 
(observation car) of a long train at Kicking Horse Pass in the 
Rockies. The whole train had gone by with much din and disturbanc e 
but this hawk owl sat as rigid as a statuette atop a fir tree 
beside the track. Is it possible that more than one owl has dis
covered that passing trains may start up possible prey? Is it 
indeed not likely that here is another adaptation of a bird, or 
a group of birds, to human affairs. Owls may well be finding that 
man1 s 11 iron horse 11 can aid ther.:i. in getting their meals. This is 
something to l ook into, travellers on trains. 

March came roaring into Ot tawa like the most ferocious of 
lions~ Wild, whistling winds and blinding gusts of snow embraced 
the Chateau Laurier early on the morning of the first. Yet, as 
good bird watchers everywhere , Miss Milburn, one of Ottawa 1 s 
ardent bird observers , called me to say we would go to see what we 
could find if I wanted . We deferred our going for half an hour; 
then when the gusts lessened and the sky began to brighten she 
called. for me and we were on our way . By the time we arrived. at 
the Experimental Farm, our destination, vJe were in the mia_st of an 
exhilarating winter 1 s day, experiencing the kind of a lift that 
comes from a bracing breeze, and a bright blue sky dotted with 
racing white clouds. 

The farm, so close to the center of the city , is the Ottawa 
bird watchers 1 favorite YJinter haunt. Even as we approached its 
borders I could understand one of the reasons why , for all along 
the parkway ~y the Rideau Canal leading towards it are planted 
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scores of fruit and seed-bearing trees. Mountain ashes predominate. 
On tree after tree we found pine grosbeaks, two here, four there, 
and half-dozen in the ne:;:t tree. They were wholly unafraid of 
traffic and permitted one to drive up beside them almost to within 
arm1 s reach. This, I arn told, is a common occurrence throughout 
the ·winter in Ottawa. As we neared the farm evening grosbeaks 
were added to the pines, especially as seed-bearing trees on the 
edge of the farm came into view. 

We drove into the Botanical section of the farm, for here 
there are many kinds of fruit-bearing trees, as well as evergreens 
and many other varieties. The whole area is well-suited to birds. 
Miss Milburn assured me that there was a flock of Bohemian waxwings 
around, and was quite astonished to hear that we almost never see 
them in Toronto. We drove to a grove of ornamental crabapples 
which they favor, but saw no birds at all there. On looking down 
the hill, though, I saw several birds in a similar tree, but when 
I got my binoculars on them they were evening grosbeaks. We drove 
on a little, and would have gone e lsewhere had not two or three 
birds flown past the car. We were uncertain as to whether or not 
they v,1ere pine grosbeaks so we decided to investigate. They had 
gone down the bank towards the evening grosbeaks. Miss Milburn 
parked the car, and we slithered our ~ay down the steep slope which 
was being used by several skiers. When we got to the bottom we 
passed close to the tree with the evening grosqeaks, and noted how 
little heed they paid to us and to the skiers that went speeding 
by. Several of the grosbeaks were busy under the tree, apparently 
shredding the seeds out of the fruit, and eating them. The birds 
that had flown by us were also feeding on the fruit, and they were 
pine grosbeaks. But in our descent we had caught sight of a 
considerable flock of birds in some poplars ahead of us. They 
were certainly waxwings but nhich kind? 

We walked across the hard-packed snow until we were under the 
poplar trees . The trilling calls of the flock filling the air 
were quite unlike the hissing and sizzling of cedar waxwings. Still 
it has been so long since I saw or heard the Bohemian that I was 
hesitant of committing myself to an identification. Since we were 
underneath the flock it was hard to get a view of their backs. As 
we watched, a cloud which had obscured the blue sky passed on~ 
and suddenly we had no further doubt ~ for against the blue sky we 
could see gleaming the brick-red under-rump on every bird in the 
flocki It was a stirring sight for its beauty alone. To add to 
that was the fact that I had only seen two of these birds in 
Toronto in 20 years of lookingi a single bird in 1938, another in 
1941. These with a small flock seen in Maine make up the total of 
all the Bohemian waxwings I have ever seen. Here were fifteen 
times as many as I have ever seen in Canada, and nearly three ti mes 
the number I have seen in my life, all in one flock. We had some 
difficulty making an accurat e count because several of the birds 
became hidden in the tree or kept moving about. In the end we 
agreed on 31 as the figure. 



The waxwings appeared at first to be feeding. We thought 
they must be 1'budding11 the poplars for there seemed nothing else 
on these trees for them to eat. Closer watching showed us that 
they were not feea_ing at all . They were 11 drinkingn, or rather 
"eating" snow . They scooped the snow off -the horizontal branches, 
and out of the crotches and angles where branches and trunk met. 
Most of the flock was busy at this but some birds preened their 
feathers. All kept up the musical trilling. 

I remembered from 1941 how different were the notes of this 
bird from its cousin, the cedar waxwing. But v'Jhen one has such a 
limited chance to hear a bird 1 s notes the details do not remain 
clearly in mind . Its call is lower pitched, richer, more melodic, 
and more prolonged than the cedar 1 s; these characteristics I 
remembered, but only this time did I get a chance to compare it 
with a call which resembles it closely, that of the evening gros
beak. Here at the Farm the trJo v~1ere close together, and it ·was 
evident both to Miss Milburn and myself that the trilling calls of 
each species were strongly similar. The grosbeakrs is shriller 
and sharper but has the same trilling quality , and v01hen softened 
by a little distance might easily pass for the other. 

Twice the waxwings flew down to an ornamental crabapple near 
where the evening grosbeaks were feeding but were hardly begun 
their eating befo:i;-e passing skiers put them up again. The flock 
was clearly much more nervous of human presence than were the 
grosbeaks. Or if it were not of humans then it was of quickly
moving things. Or perhaps they were simply restless for after we 
had walked on we twice again saw this flock flying into different 
groves of trees pausing briefly and going on . 

On a few of the birds we had a good sight of the abundant 
and more varicolored TT waxn ·which , along with greater size and the 
brick-red underparts, distinguishes this bird from the cedar 
wo.xwing. 

A short while later when we thought to leave the farm for 
another spot new onslaughts of snow came down upon us, gusts which 
hurled themselves with such fury that Miss Milburn had to stop 
repeatedly for fear of driving off the road or into another car. 
It was wholly impossible at moments to see as far as the end of 
the car 1 s hoodt Like an i mpenetrable fog the snow swirled in 
thick masses. Our morning rs bird watching hnd come to an end, 
and we macle our r;ay cautiously back to the Chateau Lauri er, but 
in the bright hour between the snow squalls I had seen one of 
the best bird sights of my career. 

I had not expected to be able to get out birding again mile 
in Ottawa but the next noon (March 2nd) I found that I was going 
to be free for the afternoon . When I calJA<l J\lf:r. A. E. Bourguignon, 
head of the Bird Group in the 0(;t a.w.q FiAld,· NatlJralists 1 Club, 



he most graciously told me he would pick me up in a few minutes. 
He was as good as his word and we soon collected two other of 
Ottawa 1 s eager bird-watchers, Miss Mary Stuart, and Mr. Al Cowan. 
Together we spent two delightful hours touring the region upstream 
along the Ottawa River on the outskirts of the city. As we began 
our trip we were favored with another look at some of the Bohemian 
waxwings, about 15 birds this time. On this occasion, though 
near the Experimental Farm they were actually alongside the parkway 
in one of the mountain ash trees and associating with pine grosbeaks, 
apparently unmindful of passing traffic. As we got out into the 
country birds became much scarcer. Conditions there were much 
like those we experience in driving around the farming country 
north of Toronto where one may go many miles without seeing a bird. 
The reason why the Experimental Farm area is a winter favorite with 
the Ottawa birders became even more clear. During our jaunt we 
visited the Champlain Bridge where the only open water in the 
vicinity of the city is to be found. A bitter wind was tearing 
across the bridge and whistling straight down the valley, a wind 
which kept its promise for next morning it was 20 below zero in 
Ottawa~ In the frig i d, whirling ~aters of the Ottawa river, free 
of ice near the bridge, a flock of goldeneye have maintained 
themselves all winter. Before we left the bridge we had the pleasure 
of seeing a small, bluish falcon, a pigeon hawk, speeding across 
the river following the bridge from the Ontario to the Quebec shore. 
My friends told me that this bird, or another pigeon hawk, had been 
seen on their Christmas census, and on several other occasions this 
winter. It was my first this year, and only the second time I 
have seen one of these hawks during winter. When we got back to 
the government buildings near the Experimental Farm we found pine 
grosbeaks dotting the snow alongside parked cars and underneath 
officG windows; They were busily consuming the seeds of some 
key-bearing trees (white ash.?). Imagine being able to vvork in an 
office building where you can look out from your work and see a 
roseate pine grosbeak nibbling seeds~ Or to come out from your 
office and have to shoo the grosbeaks away from the wheels of your 
car so that you can drive away without hurting themi My afternoon 
ended with a visit to Mr. Bourguignon 1 s home where he showed me 
his fine collection of mounted birds which he generously makes 
available for study to the members of the Bird Group and all others 
who are interested. 

After this account you will agree that both the bird watchers 
and the birds did me proud in Ottawa. I found again what I have 
found. so many times everywhere that watchers of birds and flowers 
and animals, field naturalists in general, are a friendly, 
cooperative, and likeable lot of people. 

* * * * * * * 

Saturday, March 4th, at the annual meeting of the Federation 
of Ontario Naturalists, Mr. W.W.H. Gunn gave an excellent talk 
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illustrated with weather charts on some of his findings with 
respect to the effect of weather conditions on bird migration. 
Among other things he pointed out that migration into our 
region takes place most abundantly (i.e., in waves) when a low 
pressure area center is passing to the north of us . A good 
guide to this condition is a r apidly-falling barometer 
accompanied by strongly rising temperature, indicat ing flow 
of air from the south. The next day, March 5th, the weather 
conditions fulfilled these requirements exactly. Hence Marshall 
Bartman and I hoped to s ee some signs of migration as we drove 
out towards Purpleville that morning. 

Truly it was only the very early part of the migratory 
season but not too early for some birds to be on the move. When, 
therefore, we spied crows cawing their way across the sky a long 
the usual SW/NE line of spring invasion we were greatly. pleased; 
glad to see Bill1 s ideas prove val id, glad to see this sign of 
dawning spring. No black hordes cnme in today as on some March 
days but the 54 individuals we did see were nonetheless as 
certainly harbingers of forthcoming violets and spring beauties 
as many thousands would have been . Save for three groups of 
three crows each a ll the sable brethren were travelling singly. 

At Purpleville in spite of me lting snow~ -- the tem~erature 
was in the forties -- the bir: s were still those of winter: 
chickadees, pine s iskins, v1hi te- breatted nuthatches, brown 
creepers. We looked at the knoll where the horned owls nested 
last season but there was no sign of them this year. Doubtless 
they were so disturbed last year they have chosen some more 
secluded site. There was much evidence in the eastern part of the 
wood of fresh pileated diggings; and on one tree very recent 
marks of a three-toed woodpecker 1 s work. The chips were on top 
of the snow. The only woodpecker that we caught a view of, 
however, was a hairy near the church. 

Messrs . Sharon and Martin drove up as we were standing near 
the church. They took our word that there was little to be seen 
in the wood and immediately headed off for Brampton. They said 
that they were touring the country in search of freshly- manured 
fields, -- a very profitable practice at this time of year -
telling us of one such field on the Downsview roa d where they had 
just seen hundreds of snow buntings, larks, and a single Lapland 
longspur. 

We ate our lunch on the way to this field . Before vJe got to 
Wilson Avenue we hed the pleasur e of finding a flock of 45 evening 
grosbeaks near Thistletown. Marshall had seen a group of birds 
on telephone wires ahead of us which I named as starlings. When 
we stopped the car we found ourselves beside the evening grosbeaks 
in some small trees. As we got out to get a better look we found 
that the grosbeaks and the starlings were associating together. 
The grosbeaks did not follow their companions to a neighboring 



backyard but when the starlings turned from that spot in a few 
moments the grosbeaks followed them along a line of trees which 
formed the boundary between two properties. Both types of birds 
alighted in the trees together and dropped down to the graund 
beneath the trees together, there to feed or to pick up gravel, 
it was impossible to say which . This procedure continued from· 
tree to tree, the whole flock not stopping long at any one spot, 
until all had vanished in the direction of a cedar bog that could 
be seen in the distance. This is the first time I have seen 
these two species associating together on amicable terms; there 
were no signs of friction at all. Hitherto I have known them to 
meet at feeding stations, and in every case conflict ensued with the 
grosbeaks usually having the better of the struggle. 

After the encounter with the grosh,eaks and starlings vve drove 
on by way of Wilson Avenue to the Downsview Road (Keele Street 
extension) and up it to Northlynd Farm where ·we found the large 
manured field of which Sharon and Martin had spoken. 

As they said this place was alive with buntings and. horned 
larks though the number present would never have been realized 
had one not made a meticulous study of the manured area for both 
species have sufficient brown coloration so that they merged 
easily with the general background. Since the manure was spread 
on snow the white in the bunting plumage made their camouflage 
all the more effective. Only when some of the many birds flew up, 
as they were doing constantly, were they easily noticed. Both 
buntings and larks would leave the manured field in groups and 
fly over the fence into an adjoining field, unmanured, where the 
melting of the snow had uncovered bald spots on the tops of knolls. 
There they fed on weed seeds that had been exposed. After a bit 
of this fare they would fly back to the manured field so that there 
was a steady ooming and going. There was not as much calling in 
the flock as is often the case but snatches of song from the larks 
as well as the si-pit calls were frequent. The buntings were 
quiet on the ground but as soon as they launched into the air they 
offered their mellow trills, and occasionally the tee-oo notes. 
A few times I heard the dry, rattling call of the longspur, and 
twice I had brief , unsatisfactory glimpses of this bird. 

Again we noticed that buntings seem more ready to perch than 
do larks. This time it was on a wire fence. Only one lark tried to 
venture, alighting one wire down from the top of the fence, there 
teetering most precariously, soon giving up the attempt and flying 
back to the safety of the ground . Many buntings perched. on the 
fence, both on the tops of the posts, and along the wire, and 
never appeared to have anF, trouble in maintaining their perches. 
All the buntings on the fence, I believe, were ones that had just 
had a bath and were now preening themselves, restoring their plumage 
to proper condition while on the fence . There was no water available 
for bathing but this lack did not worry the buntings. They were 
quite content with snow. Crouching in the snow where it had been 
softened by melt ing (the water content would be high here) they 
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fluttered their wings and dipped their heads, throwing the 
loosened snow over their backs and bodies as if it were pure 
water, acting like other birds bathing in a pool, or, perhaps, 
more exactly, like sparrows taking a clust bath. Each bird spent 
several minutes on the process, ending up with its feathers 
thoroughly ruffled. Then it would spend a much longer time, 
either on the fence or standing on the snow , restoring its 
plumage to normal . No calling went on during the bathing. 
Dozens of birds indulged themselves in a Sunday bath as \-1e 
watched. As soon as one lot finished others flew in to this 
particular spot to have their turn. So far as we could see 
only the buntings bathed so. No lark seemed at all interested. 
I do not remember having seen buntings thus bathing before. It 
is natural that they should bathe in this manner for free water 
will be very scarce over all their winter territory most of the 
time. 

With the melting of the snow the buntings will wend their 
way towards their Arctic homeland whil e the larks will distribute 
themselves over the country taking up nesting territories. This 
they were beginning to do before the recent heavy snows, but 
when these came the larks re-assembled into flocks such as v1e 
saw today. Flying crows and singing larks--, spring is just 
beginning to whisper in the land. 

* * * * * * 

In the following letter of February 18th Mr. John E. Humphries 
shares with his fellow members of the Club some of his pleasant 
experiences with birds near Jasper last summer, and at his home 
in York Mills where he has a very successful feeding station. 
He writes: IT Soon after you had gone east to Quebec, I went in 
the opposite direction -- to Jasper National Park for the summer. 
There was snow out there too, but not quite enough for snow-
shoes and anyway, most of it was on the mountain topslTT 

Hit was my initiation to western bird life and a good part 
of my leisure time was spent over Petersonrs Field Guide to 
Western Birds . The rock ptarmigan were of special interest, 
since they comprised the only bird life to be found above the 
timber line on the mountains. Tame as barnyard hens, they would 
scurry about in the moss and short grasses, apparently unwilling 
to fly even when chased. Their mottled browns and whites 
camouflaged them very effective ly whenever a hawk swung into 
sight. As soon as the marmots gave their shrill danger whistles, 
the birds would crouch motionless, looking like the many scattered 
rocks. Once we found several lark-sized birds walking about near 
a group of ptarmigan . They had white outer tail feathers that 
bobbed up and down , and they seemed quite fearless . My guess was 
American pipit. (Ed. note. lVIr . Hu.mphries 1 "guess" would appear 
to be an exact identification, This bird is to be expected in 
that habitat .) 



n In the valleys, typically northern birds like the Canada 
jay, pine siskin and crossbill we~e among the commonest species. 
It is uncanny how those s a ucy "whisky-j acks " can detect a picnic 
in progress, and come gliding in like silent phantoms to garner 
scraps of lunch. The siskins fairly swarmed over the parks in 
the town of Ja sper a ll summer , reaping the seed harvest from 
dandelions in true goldfinch style, A pair of lovely mounta in 
bluebirds built their nest in the eaves of the new stone 
Information Off ic e in the heart of the to~,vn, while just across 
Main Street, · ceclar vmxwings were hatching their brood in a 
dwarfed 1fanitoba maple. Typica lly western species in gr eat 
abundance wer e violet-green swallows, rufous hummingbirds and 
Clark 1 s nut c rackers-~ the l at t e r out-doing the j ays in their 
boldness as they floc ked down to take peanuts from our hands. 

"Of special interest to me were my old friends the juncos 
who nested ih gr eat numbers a round the Lodge. It was a splendid 
opportunity to extend my i nvest igat i on into the private lives 
of these birds, and they we re very careless about conceal ing 
their nestsi Usua lly a shrub or an overhanging boulder was 
chosen to shelter the little, grass- y1oven cup . The male bird 
would a lways petch nearby , in full view, nonchalantly preening 
himself, while his spouse carried on the household duties. Back 
here, at my garden feed i ng trays, he has even less to do with 
hi s family , pr eferring to remain a sour, old hermit a ll winter. 

11 S:peaking of feeding trays, I have counted nineteen spec i es 
in the garden this winter . Regular boarders are a pair of red
breast ed nuthatches, a t rio of brown creepers , several siskins 
and kinglets , a go ldfinch , and the star boarder, a myrtle warbler. 
This fellow is apparent l y a stray from the large flock that 
visits our valley for a couple of weeks every autumn . I first 
noticed him on December 3rd , perched on a suet log. From the 
house, he looked like a female junco but the bi noculars r eveal ed 
his yellow rump and striped sides, and with the door open, his 
sharp "cleck~" notes were quite distinct. My ne i ghbour , Miss Ruth 
Northcott, is a lso host to the myrtle, and it was in her ga~den 
that the Christmas Count group of the Brodie Club found him. 

"Among the decidedly unwelcome visitors to the garden are a 
sparrow hawk which pounced ori a junco the other day and flew 
about half a mile up the valley with his prey, and a northern 
shrike which spreads terror every time he glides in -- a l ways so 
r apidly and unexpectedly. The shrike is not nearly so deft at 
capturing smaller birds as the hawk , it seems to me. He always 
seems so confused in the midst of a flock of juncos or chickadees; 
if he catches one, it is only by chance. The other day, I looked 
out to see another big marauder, a horned owl sitting on a fence 
post in the yard; but surprisingly enough , he caused no disturbance 
at all among the other birds. At first they were curious about 
him, then they ignored him altogether , one woodpecker hitching up 
a tree just a few f eet nwo.y . There is always a lively drama to 
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interest the feeding station proprietor when he has collected 
such a motley array of creatures in such a small space~" 

It was not known until this letter was received that the 
myrtle warbler was visiting Mr. Humphries 1 feeding station as 
well as Miss Northcott ' s. I regret to report that more recent 
information from both Miss Northcott and :Mr. Humphries indicates 
almost certainly that the myrtle warbler failed to survive the 
bitter cold spell of late February. It was seen at both feed ing 
stations at the beginning of the cold snap, and was then observed 
to be having trouble with one foot , probably frozen; after that 
date it was no longer seen . Since it was probably entirely 
dependent for its sustenance on these tvio feeding stations it 
is pretty good evidence that it has succumbed. We would. like 
to have been ab l e to write that it had survived the ·winter but 
it seems that that will not be possible. Clearly there are 
limits to what a bird such as thi s can endure even when a steady 
food supply is available. 

* * * * * * * 

Speaking of successful feeding stations without question one 
of the top-notch triumphs in that line in this region must be 
assigned to lvirs . Lucy McDougall of Wings Haven, Port Credit. Wide 
and varied fare is offered to avian visitors at her station. They 
certainly appreciate it too for she has all kinds of birds at her 
suet logs and seed trays during the winter months, so many in fact 
that a steady procession of bird ·watchers beats a path to Mrs. 
McDougall 1 s door to see what 1 s arqund. Though just below the 
Queen Elizabeth Way on the Port Credit sideroad Wings Haven occupies 
an excellent position beside a babbling stream over which towering 
white pines ana. prickly hawthb.rns preside. Mrs . McDougall has a 
camp chair out beside the brook underneath the pines. Here she 
can sit at ease to watch the ·warblers playing in the evergreen 
fronds in Tuiay . How many will envy her that? But even in winter 
she uses that same chair when warmly bundled, she sits to watch 
red-breasted nuthatches, golden- cro·wned k ingl ets , brown creepers, 
and the other busy mites that bustle about her snow-laden evergreens 
in winter months. But she doesn 1 t have to go outside for from 
her windows she can see, as we d i d not many days ago, chickadees, 
juncos, goldfinches , cardinals , -- and how many others with each 
passing day -- feeding upon her bounty. She can hear the blue jays 
screaming at the screech owl that roosts by ·day in the nail keg 
she has placed in a pear tree. Most exciting of all this winter 
she has been able to watch great- winged goshawks glide past on 
silent wings, plunging with express speed into the hawthorns and 
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the pines . Cooper 1 s hawks, sparrow hawks and shrikes have 
all visited Wings Haven this winter and M:rs. McDougall has 
enjoyed them all, noting that in Nature there is a place 
for all these birds, and that in Nature 1 s scheme, if un
molested by □an they -- the predator and the others --
will nork out their relations satisfactorily with each other. 
Many members of the Club know the good vJO rk that :Mrs. McDougall 
is doing nith her articles in the Lakeshore Weekly , and with 
her talks , in the communities a round Port Credit to interest 
people in birds , nature, and conservation. We wish to take 
this occasion to congratulate her on that work , and to extend 
our best wishes for her continuance in it, and for the future 
success of Wings Haven. 

Richard M. Saunders 

Editor. 


